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5G will make a big impact on 

various fields and industries.

How Schema Markup 

Can Enhance Your Hotel’s 
SEO Results

Wyndham Expanding Into 

Russia And Surrounding 
Nations With 15 New Hotels



Bharat	"Barry"	Patel
Email:	barry@saalkai.com

Call:	+1	469-955-6484

NEW DRIPPING TRAY
Protects your case goods from leakage and scratching

FEATURES
* Textured finish for durability
* Rust‐resistant PVC
* Protects cabinet from leakage & scratching
* Holds up to 50oz water

SPECIFICATIONS
Unit Dimensions:
Width: 20.25” | Height: 0.5” | Depth: 21.75”
TRAY SPILL VOLUME: 50oz | COLOR: Black only  
WARRANTY: 24 months

699$
PER ROOM

add $100 for
GRANITE TOPS
*
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Thank you for your business in 2019.  It has been a pleasure 

helping you to reach your goals, and we look forward to serving 

you again in the new year. 

We wish you a prosperous and wonderful 

20202020
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Phases of Pandemic:
Coronavirus Covid-19 is new. But pandemics are not new. World has seen and dealt with many pandemics. 
As per Wikipedia, there are approximately 240 recorded epidemics/pandemics in human history. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_epidemics

Since the year 2000, 67 Epidemics/pandemics have been reported. Ebola, SARS, Zika Virus, MERS and 
several other epidemics impacted multiple countries. In the last 20 years, approximately 700,000 people have 
died because of this unexpected epidemics/pandemics. Based on the progression pattern of every major 
epidemic, World Health Organization (WHO) has created a pandemic progression plan with six major phases.

https://www.who.int/influenza/resources/documents/pandemic_phase_descriptions_and_actions.pdf?ua=1

Out of approximately 700,000 deaths caused by 67 disease outbreaks over the last 20 years, Swine Flu or 
H1N1 has caused maximum damage. It is estimated that Swine Flu caused the death of almost 600,000 people.
Remaining 66 epidemics and disease outbreaks caused approximately 100,000 deaths.
In the year 2009, WHO declared H1N1 Swine Flu as pandemic. After 2009, Coronaviruas Covid-19 has 
become the first disease outbreak to be declared as Pandemic by WHO.
The US Government’s Center for Disease Control (CDC) has carefully tracked the progression and 
containment of H1N1 Swine Flu. It took approximately 9 months to halt the progression of the disease and 
develop a treatment plan.
 
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/2009-pandemic-timeline.html
 
WHO lists 15-20 major disease outbreaks as serious emergencies. These outbreaks include: HIV/AIDS, 
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), Cholera, Influenza, Plague, Typhus, Smallpox, Measles, Tuberculosis, 
Leprosy, Malaria, Yellow fever, Viral hemorrhagic fevers. Zika virus
 
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/en/
 
Along with the World Health Organization (WHO), almost all major countries maintain a register of possible 
threats to global health.
Uk’s national register has listed disease outbreak and pandemic as the # 1 national risk for several years.
Given the past outbreaks and nature of previous pandemics, it is likely that humanity will continue to 
experience small outbreaks of virus-based disease every 3-4 months and global outbreak over 12-15 years. 
Smaller regional disease outbreaks occurring every 3-4 months, may result in death of 50 to 5000 people and 
bigger global pandemic may result in death of 100,000 or millions of people depending on the nature of 
outbreak.
Bill Gates warned about this type of crisis several years ago. It is likely that the United Nations and 
the world government will create comprehensive plans to deal with possible emergencies of this 
nature in future. 

1

As WHO, 6-phases of disease progression are:

Phase-1) No impact of virus noticed on animals or humans.
Phase-2) Virus is circulating in domestic or wild animals

  Phase-3) Virus has impacted some people - No human-to-human transmission recorded.
Phase-4) Human-to-Human and Animal-to-Human transmission noticed.
Phase-5) Sustained community level outbreak in two or more countries in one WHO region 
Phase-6) All criterions of Phase-5 and sustained community outbreak in one more WHO region. 



As humanity is closely connected, everyone’s 
action is quickly having an impact on other people 
and communities. On a personal level, everyone can 
create operational practices for better hygiene and 
cleanliness. 
Every individual can make responsible dietary 
choices that will build their immunity and help the 
environment. 
Please share your thoughts and ideas on how 
individuals, society and Government can remain 
better prepared for future emergencies. Share 
actions each of us can take to create a safe and 
healthy world.
 

Business recovery from Pandemic:
Managing Fear In Times Of Pandemic
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 Authorities need to manage three major issues in pandemic:
 
1) Medical Issues: Actual containment, treatment and prevention of pandemic. 
2) Communication: Explain the pandemic to the general public without causing fear and chaos.
3) Restore Order: Once pandemic has passed, restore public confidence and business confidence.
 
There have been 67 declared diseases outbreak in the last 20 years. In 2009, Swine Flu - H1N1 disease 
outbreak was declared as a pandemic that killed approximately 600,000 people.Other 66 disease outbreaks 
filled close to 100,000 people.
 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/phases-pandemic-hiten-bhuta 
 
We have not yet developed effective strategy and system to communicate about disease outbreak. 
Dr. Nidal Moukaddam, MD, PhD wrote in Psychiatric Times on November 15, 2019:
 
“In most of the previous pandemic, fear and anxiety overtook the factual narrative of the problem. Media 
coverage of the pandemic enhanced people’s anxieties. There were gross overreactions that caused tremendous 
and unnecessary hardships. Epidemics and pandemics propagate fear and erratic behavior and, long after they 
are over, remain entrenched within the global psyche, often in the form of folk tale and literary or historical 
accounts. Naturally, logically, and unsurprisingly, the larger the scale of an outbreak, the larger the impact and 
magnitude of its sequelae.”
 
https://www.psychiatrictimes.com/anxiety/fears-outbreaks-and-pandemics-lessons-learned
 
As per experts, public’s fears and anxieties reach unrealistic levels during the pandemic crisis. Tufts school of 
medicine has stated that over consumption of pandemic news can impact mental health. They have written:
 
“We may feel like we or our loved ones are in imminent danger, but those feelings aren’t always perfectly 
calibrated to reality. Humans are prone to biased thinking—things that come quickly to mind, like the many 
headlines and social media posts focusing on the virus, may lead us to believe that risks are greater than they 
actually are.”
 
https://now.tufts.edu/articles/coping-anxiety-time-pandemic
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American Psychological Association in its March-2015 
warned Government and Media outlets against overhyping 
the pandemic situation. APA article states that
 
“"What happened was quite consistent with what we know 
about risk perception," says Paul Slovic, PhD, professor at the 
University of Oregon and president of Decision Research, a 
nonprofit whose scientists study human judgment and 
decision making. "The minute the Ebola threat was 
communicated, it hit all of the hot buttons: It can be fatal, it's 
invisible and hard to protect against, exposure is involuntary 
and it's not clear that the authorities are in control of the situation."
 For four decades, Slovic and other psychologists have studied how people perceive risk and what causes them 
to overreact to epidemics, terrorist attacks and other extreme events, even when their personal risk is 
infinitesimal, yet at the same time be less attentive to other threats that are far more likely to harm them, such 
as the flu.Those misplaced reactions can lead to the stigmatization of people and shunning daily activities, 
ushering in a new set of problems on top of a current crisis.”
 

 https://www.apa.org/monitor/2015/03/fear
 
 Several scholarly article and research on pandemic communication has stressed the importance of effective & 
reliable communication to ease people’s anxieties.
 “Rumors can impede disease control and can be amplified by mistrust of government officials, which is a 
significant challenge in LMICs with high levels of corruption or legacies of violent conflict and social division. 
Research has found that in unstable contexts, people tend to believe rumors that confirm their preexisting 
beliefs and anxieties (Greenhill and Oppenheim 2017). This finding suggests that countering rumors with facts 
alone will not be sufficient. Risk communications need to be both factual and empathetic, addressing unfolding 
events and underlying fears through the lens of community experiences, histories, and perceptions.”
 
 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK525302/
 
 As per the guidelines of Centers For Disease Control - CDC, you can take following steps to take care of 
yourself during pandemic Take breaks from watching, reading, or listening to news stories, including social 
media. Hearing about the pandemic repeatedly can be upsetting.Take care of your body. Take deep breaths, 
stretch, or meditate. Try to eat healthy, well-balanced meals, exercise regularly, get plenty of sleep, and avoid 
alcohol and drugs. Make time to unwind. Try to do some other activities you enjoy. Connect with others. Talk 
with people you trust about your concerns and how you are feeling. As per USA Today’s article and comments 
of leading researcher David Clark, any looming threat provokes strong feeling of fear.
 
“David Clark, a clinical psychologist and author of "The Runaway Mind," said public fear may be heightened 
because of "looming vulnerability." 
 "When a danger or threat is gradually approaching it tends to be more frightening to us, than, let's say, if danger 
were to appear all of a sudden," Clark said of theory. "We started out with media reports from China which 
seemed to be very distant to us, not a particular threat, but then over the weeks we see this encroaching, getting 
closer and closer to home." Now it's in the U.S., but not necessarily in everyone's state or community.  As it 
expands, people remain anxious about if and when it will touch their lives. “

 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/03/12/coronavirus-fear-psychology-powerlessness-toilet-
paper-sanitizer/5010095002/
 
If you are in a leadership role, you can take steps to ease the imaginary fear and anxieties. It is important and 
useful to take precautions. However, it is completely counterproductive to propagate imaginary fears that fuels 
people’s anxieties. Please share your ideas on what action everyone can take to communicate facts about 
Coronavirus and how we can help ease the fears.
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Wyndham Works

Wyndham Expanding Into Russia And Surrounding 
Nations With 15 New Hotels

The world’s largest hotels and resorts 

company, Wyndham Hotels & Resorts, 

is enhancing the brand’s reach with 15 

new openings in Russia and nearby 

countries by 2021. The new properties 

will join the company’s 9,200 hotels 

spread across 20 brands and 80 nations.

With the additions, Wyndham will have 

35 properties in the region that total 

over 5,700 rooms. In addition to 

Russia, the hotels and resorts will be 

located in  Armenia ,  Georgia ,  

K y rg y z s t a n ,  K a z a k h s t a n  a n d  

Uzbekistan.

In the Georgian republic alone, 

Wyndham will add 7 hotels totally 

1,300 rooms in Tbilisi and Batumi and add new 

destinations in Kutaisi and Goderdzi, which will offer a 

mountain ski resort in the south of the country. The 

company entered Georgia in 2016 with only 1 hotel and 

offers a Wyndham Grand and Ramada Encore by 

Wyndham in Tbilisi. 

Additionally, growth is continuing in Kazakhstan and 

Uzbekistan. 

A company spokesperson said the region provides 

great opportunities for the hotel industry because it 

includes “thriving cities to captivating landscapes”. 

Plus, he added, there are many emerging destinations 

that travelers have not yet discovered. The properties 

are being placed to suit a wide range of traveler needs 

and price points.

Wyndham has about 822,000 rooms around the 

world across multiple brands, including Super 8, 

Days Inn, Microtel, La Quinta, Wingate, Hawthorn 

Suites and others. Its loyalty program, Wyndham 

Rewards, has over 79 million members enrolled.

By- Nisha
nisha@cyberwebhotels.com

World’s largest hotel franchising company 
bolsters brand offering through new openings 

across the region.
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The BW Rewards winter promotion through February 

2 was an innovative idea: rewarding winter travelers 

with as much as $60 in gift cards for their travels.

Here’s how it worked: After a single stay, members 

were rewarded with a $10 gift card. After a second 

stay, a $20 gift card was awarded. And after a third 

stay, the reward was even better: a $30 gift card. The 

offer was for any traveler who stayed at any Best 

Western hotel brand, including Sadie, Aiden and more.

Company senior VP Dorothy Dowling pointed out in a 

press release that the reward was especially useful 

during the holiday time, when it could be used on a trip 

to visit friends or family, for a winter getaway or any 

other kind of travel – without restriction on property as 

long it is part of the Best Western family, which is 

always growing.

The BW Rewards 2019 Winter Promotion is among the 

latest ideas that sprang from a revamped guest loyalty 

program at the big brand. Known as a leading innovator 

in the hospitality industry, the BWR program has 

achieved top 5 status on the 2019-2020 Best Hotel 

Rewards Programs list from U.S. News and World 

Report. 

The idea is for the company’s rewards program to be 

simple, meaningful and quick to provide rewards. BWR 

is the only program among leading hotel chains that 

offers points that never expire. It also features one of the 

lowest point level requirements for a free night – without 

blackout dates. Gifts can also be earned from top 

entertainment, shopping, gas and airline providers.

Best Western Hotels and Resorts is based in Phoenix and 

is privately held. It has rooms in more than 100 nations 

around the globe under 17 brand names.

Best of Best Western

Best Western’s Holiday Promotion is Latest Effort 
From Award-Winning Top 5 Program

By- Nirmal
nirmal@cyberwebhotels.com

Extending your stay is quick and easy with Best Western Rewards. 
Earn points for redemptions including gift cards, free nights and one-of-a-kind adventures. 
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Your views on key industry trends shaping the 

hospitality industry for the next 20 years.

Although boomers are still accounting for a significant 

volume of travel, the younger generations are growing 

their travel spend exponentially as they become 

gainfully employed. Many of the emerging trends we 

are seeing in our industry are driven by this new 

generation of travelers. Hotel design, technology 

adoption, social media and alternative lodging are all 

examples of how our business is changing because of 

this new customer base.

I believe the distribution landscape will continue to 

evolve. Online travel agencies (OTAs) are no longer 

just after the independent leisure segment. They are 

leveraging their hotel connectivity accessing 

availability, rates and inventory (ARI) to broaden their 

revenue streams in the corporate managed travel space 

(e.g., Egencia) and leisure (tour operators).

Advances in technology will have impact on data 

analytics (e.g., creating of data lakes and business 

intelligence tools) as well as to empower travelers 

further through the Internet of Things (e.g., mobile 

keys).

Your views on contribution of Asian Indian 

hoteliers on US hospitality industry.

Asian Indian hoteliers own half the hotels in America. 

Without these talented, dedicated and hardworking 

investors, developers and operators, none of the major 

hotel companies would be where we are today. Their 

contributions in the past, present and future have 

defined and will continue to define our industry. I am 

especially impressed with the new generation of Asian

Indian hoteliers who are 

highly educated and bring 

new enthusiasm to the 

industry. Not only do they 

have a sense of purpose, 

they move with a sense of 

urgency.

Your future goals and 

planned contribution in 

Hospitality industry.

Our industry faces a 

number of challenges at present. We are seeing demand 

soften and new hotel supply is beginning to outstrip 

demand growth resulting in negative RevPAR growth. 

Many hotels are facing a perfect storm - labor shortage 

issues, rising costs and declining revenue.

At Best Western, we are stepping up our efforts to 

support our hotels in this difficult environment. We have 

and will continue to implement programs to help our 

hotels (e.g., rolling out sales programs to improve 

revenue and propagating best practices to operate more 

efficiently).

To address the labor shortage, we need to make our 

industry a career of choice. I began as a dishwasher and 

am extremely grateful for the opportunities that I have 

been provided.

As well, we need to have diversity in leadership 

positions in our industry. It is critical that our leaders 

reflect our customer base. Our customer base is diverse 

so our leadership must be diverse.

Hotelier Profile

David Kong - CEO of Best Western International
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Cyberweb In Action

* *

* *

Bhavish Bhuta Participation in AAHOA Iowa Regional & Redlion Vegas Annual Event 

* *
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YOUR COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR INTERNET MARKETING
We Market To Achieve Your TARGET

WEBSITE DESIGN & MARKETING
Help your guests discover your hotel 
through Google and Bing searches 

and book through your responsive website 

REVIEW MANAGEMENT
Encourage future guests to book room with 

positive reviews on Tripadvisor, Expedia 
& effective response to negative review.

(302) 351‐2434 | www.cyberwebhotels.com | sushma@cyberwebhotels.com

SOCIAL MEDIA, VIDEO COMMERCIAL DESIGN & MARKETING
Present your hotel information to guests in an engaging, entertaining 

and fun manner with video commercial about your hotel.

HOTEL SUCCESS SERVICES
Local Marketing, Frontdesk Phone 

Recording, Pay‐Per‐Click and 
Email Marketing are additional 

services to expand your booking.

HOTEL SOFTWARE
Allow your guests to book room online 
with secure booking engine ‐ SellVEL

 and our GDS system.

WEB HOSTING & DOMAIN NAME
Domain Names, Web‐Hosting, 

VPS Servers & Cloud Computing – 
Get access to most secure web‐service.
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All Review Management

are you selling 
ROOM?

of people have changed 
a booking decision due 
to a BAD review they saw80%80%

All Review Management (ARM) 
is a comprehensive review management 
strategy which can be very useful to hotel 
owners & hospitality business in general to 
manage their hotel online reputation.

Drown Out Negative Reviews with 
real positive reviews & leave 
Professional Responses to 
Negative Reviews

TRUSTED RELATIONSHIPS

HIGHER REVENUE

BETTER RANKINGS

MORE + REVIEWS

All Review Management Package

Annual 
Package Only 

 US $ 1800
Per YearMonitoring and responding to Negative 

Reviews on all the major travel portals.

We will monitor negative reviews about your 
hotel on Tripadvisor.com, Google.com, 
Expedia.com, hotels.com, bookings.com and 
Travelocity.com

We will alert you if there is any negative 
review

We will also create a management response to 
the guest's negative review and post it on 
Tripadvisor

Guest's review and our management response 
both will be displayed on this Travel protal

+1 (813) 731-1960 
www.cyberwebhotels.com

*

*
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How Schema Markup Can Enhance Your 
Hotel’s SEO Results

- By Bijal
bijalshah@cyberwebhotels.com

Schema markup works on the backend of a website 

and optimizes the site for increased search engine 

visibility. Let’s examine the idea in a bit more depth:

What is schema markup?
It’s code you add to your site that helps search engines 

provide structured and informative output on your 

hotel. Supported by Google, Bing and others, schema 

helps search engines understand sites better and make 

results more relevant for users. So-called “rich 

snippets” or HTML markup add detail to your website, 

including the kind of business you have, your services 

and the content you provide.

Why should a hotel use schema markup?
It can help make your hotel stand out from competitors 

and improve your click-through rate. Specifically, it 

improves your site’s visual appeal in searches and 

makes it more readable and accessible  – with relevant 

details search users want and need. Google leaders 

have also said that the company may consider schema 

markup when deciding how to rank a site, adding to

the necessity of it. Additionally, schema helps a site 

work better with Siri, OK Google, Alexa and other voice 

assistants.

Is there more than one type of schema 

markup?

Yes. There is a long list of schema markups that are 

possible. But it is important to carefully and judiciously 

implement specific schemas for maximum relevance 

and impact. Some possibilities include organizational 

schema markup, video schema markup, product and 

offer schema markup and schema rating markup.

The proper use of schemas on a hotel website (or the site 

of any other business) can improve the readability of the 

site’s listing in search results and can help improve the 

click-through rate of a site, generating leads. Since 

backend coding can be very challenging to accomplish, 

it is essential to use a professional digital marketing 

services if you want great results.

Hotel Wisdom

“Schema” is the technical term for how your website tells Google to 
display some search results differently than others. 
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Issues That Matter

5G will make a big impact on various fields and industries

- By Hiten Bhutta
hiten@hotelvikas.com

VR: Virtual reality, or VR, is a technology that lets you 

figuratively step inside a computer-generated 3D world. 

You can explore and sometimes even manipulate objects 

in that world. Imagine virtually stepping inside a video 

game, where the game world feels as real as the non-

game world.

With the Expeditions app, classrooms have no 

boundaries - With VR and AR, teachers are no longer 

limited by the space of the classroom. VR lets you 

explore the world virtually while AR brings abstract 

concepts to life—allowing teachers to guide students 

through collections of 360° scenes and 3D objects, 

pointing out interesting sites and artifacts along the 

way. 

Minimal setup for maximum engagement: It’s never 

been easier to take your students on an adventure of a 

lifetime in VR or AR. Download the free app to explore 

more.

Hundreds of adventures for the classroom: 

Expeditions explore history, science, the arts, and the 

natural world. Whether you’re roaming with dinosaurs 

or taking a look at Renaissance sculptures, there’s 

something amazing to explore for every subject.

Unique experiences within reach: The Expeditions app 

and Cardboard viewer and Cardboard Camera were built 

to bring immersive experiences to as many schools as 

possible.

Inspiring students' creativity and imagination: By 

helping your students visualize information in a new 

way, you can positively impact their ability to retain 

information.

Imagine bringing a swirling tornado or a buzzing 

beehive into your classroom. Bring abstract concepts to 

AR Expeditions available to see what’s possible.

Expeditions kits have everything you need to bring VR and 

AR to your school. One kit includes: teacher and student 

devices, virtual reality viewers, chargers and a router to 

connect your devices. There's also an option to include 

selfie sticks to enhance AR experiences. Available for 

groups of 10, 20, or 30 students.

With Tour Creator, teachers can build virtual field trips or 

empower students to create their own immersive tours. You 

can create a virtual reality tour using your own 360° or 

180° photos or images from Street View directly in the 

browser

Most popular VR hardware are:
Oculus Quest. Best VR headset overall.
Oculus Rift S. Best VR headset for PC.
Playstation VR. The best VR headset for consoles.
Oculus Go. A great standalone VR headset for the money.
HTC Vive Best VR headset for immersive experiences.
Valve Index.
Pansonite 3D VR Glasses.
Google Cardboard

Cloud VR is a cloud-based solution that allows users to 

engage with virtual reality from their favorite device – no 

matter where they are in the world. 

5G and Cloud VR: 5G will enable every user to access 

Cloud VR. Experts expect 5G and Cloud VR will be 

primarily used for education and entertainment purpose!

*
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Family Corner

A vibrant Mexican-

style breakfast with 

fresh avocado and 

black beans. Give 

yourself a healthy 

start with our easy 

vegan beans on toast 

with a twist.

INGREDIENTS

270g cherry tomatoes, quartered

1 red or white onion finely chopped

½ lime juiced

4 tbsp olive oil

2 garlic cloves, crushed

1 tsp ground cumin

2 tsp chipotle paste or 1 tsp chilli flakes

2 x 400g cans black beans, drained

small bunch coriander, chopped

4 slices bread

1 avocado finely sliced

METHOD

Mix the tomatoes, ¼ onion, lime juice and 1 tbsp oil and 

set aside. Fry the remaining onion in 2 tbsp oil until it 

starts to soften. Add the garlic, fry for 1 min, then add the 

cumin and chipotle and stir until fragrant. Tip in the 

beans and a splash of water, stir and cook gently until 

heated through. Stir in most of the tomato mixture and 

cook for 1 min, season well and add most of the 

coriander.

Toast the bread and drizzle with the remaining 1 tbsp oil. 

Put a slice on each plate and pile some beans on top. 

Arrange some slices of avocado on top, then sprinkle 

with the remaining tomato mixture and coriander leaves 

to serve.

Mexican Beans & Avocado on Toast

-Taken from Hiten Bhuta's Book The Ultimate Unity
 
Recently, a 98-year-old lady named Irena died. During 

World War II, Irena applied for and received permission to 

work in the Warsaw Ghetto as a plumbing/sewer specialist. 

However, she had an 'ulterior motive'; she knew what the 

Nazis had planned for the Jews.

Irena, a German citizen, smuggled infants out of the ghetto 

in the bottom of her tool box, and in the back of her truck, 

she carried a burlap sack (for the larger kids). She also kept 

a dog in the back of her truck that she had trained to bark 

when the Nazi soldiers let her in and out of the ghetto. The 

soldiers, of course, wanted nothing to do with the dog, and 

the barking distracted them and also covered the children’s 

noises.

In all, Irena managed to save and release 2,500 children to 

safety, even infants. However, the Nazis caught her and 

broke both of her legs, her arms, and beat her severely.

Irena had kept a record of the names of all the kids she 

smuggled to safety. She put them in a glass jar and buried it 

under a tree in her back yard. After the war, she tried to 

locate any parents who may have survived the camp and 

reunited the children with their families. Most of the 

children’s parents had been gassed, but she helped place 

those little orphans into foster family homes or set them up 

with adoption agencies.

In 2007, Irena was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. 

She was not selected.

Insight:

If you think you are powerless and can’t do anything, that is 

just your justification to escape the responsibility to take 

committed actions. 

Once you take responsibility, you will see a new world, new 

actions and new results. If you don’t see a new world, it 

means that you have not taken responsibility. 

Saving Children from Hitler
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+1 (813) 731-1960

www.cyberwebhotels.comRevenueMAX

SELL THREE MORE ROOMS EVERY NIGHT 
EARN ADDITIONAL $ 100,000 PER YEAR

ReviewTER
Hotel Reviews

Survey	Software

Online Reputation Management

Guaranteed increase in revenue based on scientific pricing.

Unlimited consulting. Unlimited Support.

Get detailed reports.

Immediately notice improvement in revenue and profits.

Everything will be done by your revenue management team 

led by  experts. 

One simple all‐inclusive pricing ‐ Pay small % of fees 

for high level of performance.

Increase property asset value by increasing revenue.

RevenueMax Benefits

Special Combo Package 
     
Special Combo Package 
     

$	9111

Professional, Unique Content

Attractive Responsive Website

Online Local Marketing

Social Media – Facebook, Twitter, Youtube

Video Commercial, Infographics & Blogs

Keywords, Meta‐Tags,Web Integration

Google & Bing 

Webmaster Set up

Digital SmartBRAND 
Building

Allow your 
guests to book 

room online 
with secure 

booking engine 

SellVEL

 +1(302) 351‐2434
cyberwebhotels.com

Get 30 
days FREE 

Trial 

Get more 
RESERVATIONS

Get PROFITS
EVERYDAY.
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